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Subject: A study of the hydraulic characteristics of an unreinforced 
concrete protective hood for canal lining underdrain flap 
valves of the Wellton-1.hhawk Canal--Gila Project. Arizona 

PTJRPO SE OF STUDY 

To develop a concrete protective hood for flap valves of 
canal underdrain systems that will provide, impact protection, will 
prevent sediment deposition against the valve flap, and will prevent 
malfunctioning of the valve flap due to biological growth. 

CONCLUSIONS 

le The two-piece hood developed by the laboratory study 
(Figure 2) will fulfill the requirements listed'above. It will keep 
the flap valve operable at water velocities as low as 1 foot per 
second, which is about one-third of the average velocity expected 
in the Wellton-Mohawk Canal. 

a. The flap valve will remain operable with continuously 
moving sand loads on the canal bottom equal to a settled sand 
depth of at least one-third the height of the protective hood. 

b. Moving biological growth in the canal bottom will not · 
entangle the valve flap. However. the ends of some streamers 
will entangle around the bronze rods connecting the two hood 
pieces and wil� cling with the greatest portion streaming dO'Wllstream 
and outside of the hood. 

c. Only small pieces of biological growth will enter at 
the top of the opening between the hood pieces, and they will be 
ejected almost immediately by the outflow of water from the water 
roller caused by the downstream hood piece (deflector). 



2., Diolo6ical growth carried by the canal vmter will tend to 
cling to rough concrete hood surfaces when contact is made with such 
surfaceso 

RECOLIT.!EHDAT IONS 

1.., Use the tvro-piece hood (Figure 2) for the protection of 
the flap valves in the Wellton-Mohawk Canal. 

2e, 1''"'inish the concrete hood surfaces as smoothly as possible 
to aid in the passing of biological growtl1 which is carried by the 
canal water .. 

3., Smoothly blend the U"lO bronze rods, which bridge the wto 
pieces of the divided hood .I) into the concrete surfaces to aid in the 
�a.ssinc of biological grcnrth. 

4e Mark the location of the protective hoods on the oanal 
bank to guard against hood and valve damage by canal cleanini; equipment ., 

ACKNOl/LEDGMEITI' 

. Engineers from the Canals Division and IIydraulic Laboratory 
collaborated in the flap valve protective hood studies discussed 
in this reporte 

INTRODUCTION 

The Wellton-Mohawk Canal, Gila Project, Arizona, (Figure 1) 
is only one of several Bureau cam.ls designed vrith 3-1/2-inch rein
forced concrete lining. This lining can withstand a maximum 
differential water pressure of 0.67 of a foot of water without 
buckling. To protect the lining against b uckling due to difi'erential 
vmter pressures resulting from a high water table or rainstorm, 
6-inch open-jointed sewer pipe drains have been provided beneath 
the floor of the cam.ls (Figure 2)o At intervals along the course 
of the canals, the drain pipes pass UP\Va.rd through ·l;he bottom lining 
and aro vented by flap valves., It was reported in Hydraulic Labora
tory Report Noe Hyd., 257, "A St-udy of the Hydraulic Characteristics 
of Control Devices for the Underdrain System of the Friant-Kern 
Canal, Central Valley Project .I) California, 11 that the head for 
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producing flow was critical, being 0,21 of a foot of water above 
the invert of the exit of the unsubmerged valve. Therefore, it 
became evident that any debris collecting against the valve flap 
could increase the opening head and thus impair the safety or the 
lining. Since little was lmown of the ability of protective hoods 
for preventing the collection of sediment and biologic�l growth 
in the area of the flap valve opening, a hydraulic study was made 
of these characteristics, and the study extended to improve designs. 

�ST FACILrr�s AND PROCEDURE 

Full size and 1:4 scale model hoods were used in this 
study to obtain a qualitative comparison of the sand scour patterns 
caused by water flow around their surfaces. The hoods were con
structed of metal screeds and covered with a cement-plaster mixture. 
Two flumes were used in the testing. One had a bottom width of 
3 feet 8 inches, a depth of 14 inches, and 1-1/2:1 sloping sides 
where both model and full size hoods were studied. The second one 
where only the models were, studied, had a bottom width of 2·feet, 
a·depth of 2 feet, and vertical si des. The first flume was 
supplied with river sand that was moved by the water in the immediate 
vicinity of the hoods but had no general movement at low water 
velocities. A smaller sand (average size 0.2 of a millimeter) was 
used in the 2-foot-wide flume to represent the continuous movement of 
sand in the canal. Biological growth was simulated by cotton fibers 
soaked in water containing aerosol, and by using natural weeds and 
algae. Water for both test flumes was supplied by an 8-inch propeller 
pump and measured by an orifice-venturi meter. 

The important co nsidera.tion of this study was whether the 
hood would scavenge sand and bioloeical growth from the region 
adjacent to the valve nap. To f:ind the sand scouring effect of 
a particular hood or its model, a unifo:nn depth of sand was placed 
on tre bottom of the test flume arrl a.round. the hood am water was 
pumped throur.,h the flume at a given velocity. Observations of the 
sand movement were made for a period of 1 hour and the scour at the end 
of this time recorded by photography. Where there was a continuous 
movement of sand through t he test section, the model was allowed to 
operate until there was no apparent change in. the scour pattern. The 
test flume was then drained and the scour pattern photoRraphed. 
Cotton fibers, waterweeds, and algae were dropped into the flowing 
water upstream of the hood to represent conditions with biological 
growth. 
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INVESTIGATION OF TH� PRO'RCT� HOODS 

At the start or this study it was realized that very few 
quantit81tive results could be obtained. The quantity and distribution 
of silt and biological growth to occur in the canal were unkown. The 
particle size of wind-blown sand in the canal could be assumed small 
and easily moved by the water which at maximum canal discharge would 
have an average velocity of approximately .3 feet per seco11,d. The 
size of the earth material moved into the canal from an inlet by a 
rainstorm could include snall rocks., The smaller particles would 
probably be moved by t he canal water while the larger rocks would 
remain 'Where deposited. These rocks would cause no trouble to the 
underdrains unless they were in contact with the valve flap. 

An indication or the hood's ability to pass growth was 
obtained by the use o:f the cotton fibers, weeds, and algae. The 
waterweed used had a specific gravity less than that of water, and 
therefore floated near the surface without contacting the protective 
hoods. The algae, with a specific gravity nearly equal to that of 
water, were carried at various depths depending upon the turbulence 
of the water. The mass or these algae placed in the test flumes 
broke down very rapidly into streamers composed of a few filaments. 
The following described tests on the different protective hood 
designs were ma.de to evaluate the ability of each design to 
scavenge sand, s,ilt, and biological growth. 

Original Hood.Desim 

The original hood design (Figure .3A) was constructed f'ull 
size because it was not lmown whether the scavenging ability and scour 
pattern would be the same for both full size and model. To obtain 
comparable results in the preli'IJlinary tests, a uniform .3/4-inch depth 
of sand (1/8-inch maximum size) was placed .on the floor of the test 
flume and around the protective hood. It was expected that the canal 
would be operated for long periods at water velocities as low as 
1 foot per second, thereby making it necessary for the hood to 
scavenge satisfactorily at this velocityo Tests were conducted on this 
basis.. Little or no increase in scour in the area surrounding the 
hood was noted in the initial tests after 1 hour of operation at 1-foot
per-second water velocity; hence this time period was selected for 
comparison of the scour patterns for subsequent designs. 

·The submergence of the original h�o"a design, was limited to 
1-1/4 inches by the test facilities. The effect of this slight 
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submergence as compared to the depth in the prototype canal was not 
known11 but was evaluated later by comparing the reault:ing scour to 
that for the model which was submerged to a greater depth. The 
patterns were the same-for all practical purposes. The scour pattern 
for the original full-size hood is shown :in Figure 4Ao A redistri
bution of the sand from.a uniform depth of 3/4 of an :inch,, deposited 
amount of' sediment sand of 1-7/8-inch maximum height 2-1/8 inches 
downstream. of the flap opening. Contour lines at l�-inch intervals 
were placed on the deposited sand and photographs taken to aid in a 
comparison with subsequent testse The sand was completely removed, 
along the side of the hood, but it was not cleared in the region 
adjacent to the flap where it would increase the opening head. No 
information concerning the correlation between a model and a canal 
flap valve protective hood was available, so it became important to 
determine if a model and a full-size hood would give comparable 
scavenging. characteristics. 

1 :L� scale modele From the test results on the full-size 
hood, it was concluded that the design.was unsatisfactory for keeping 
the flap valve operable if there was an appreciable amount of sand 
in the canal. As a further check of these results, a 1:4 scale 
model was constructed and tested in the same flume as the full-size 
hoodG Norm.ally in model prototype simil'itude based on •the Froude 
number 11 the velocity ratio equals the square root of the product 
of the length ratio and gravity ratio. "The gravity ratio for all 
practical purposes equals 1, leaving Vr = y Lr • When this la-w 
was applied in testi ng the 1:4 model, it was found that the_velocity 
was insufficient to move the sand. Therefore, it was necessary to 
increase the velocity to cause a definite movement of the sand 
adjacent to the model hood., The scour pattern, resulting f'rom l 
hour's operation at a velocity of 0.77 foot per second and with a 
uniform sand depth of 3/16 inch (Figure 4B) I) was similar to that for 
the full-size hood shown in Figure 4A.. The velocity of o. 77 foot per 
second reproduced quite well the scour pattern of the full-size hood., 
The maximum height of the sand deposited downstream of the hood was 
now approximately 1/2 inch, 1 inch downstream of the hood. Sand had 
been cleared al�ng the hood sides but deposited at the point of flap 
openinge Even the meager qualitative data of these two tests 
indicated that this hood in this position on the canal floor was not 
acceptable., 

Original hood with deflectors. Attention was b�ought to 
the work performed at Colorado A and M College by Mr .. R. L. Parshall 
concerning the use of riffle-deflector sand traps. The deflectors, 



consisl:.:ing of curved vanos on a canal floor11 produce a rolling of the 
11,ater just downstream from11 or i.nnnediately beh:ind the 1 ine of deflectors .ll 

causing a movement of entrapped sand or gravel in a lateral directione 
The principle of these sand traps was used in attempting to move the 
sand deposit away from the downstream face of the original hood designe 
Various heights and shapes of deflectors were tried on the canal 
floor near the hood for positions of the hood varying from oo to 45° 
right of the direction of water flow·.. When the deflectors ,v-ere 
allowed to project beyond the side of the hood to divert water, very 
good scouring action was produced across approximately one-half of 
the hood width. At this point the water ;velocity was reduced, and the 
sand movement stopped, thus permitting a suffjcient accumulation of 
sand to hinder flap valve operations There was also the problem of 
biological growth accumulating on the deflectors ., thus reducing their 
ability to divert a sufficient amount of water for clearing the sand 
away from the flap valve. At this time, the deflectors did not seem 
applicable since all the sediment moving on the canal bottom directly 
in line with the deflectors moved through the area to be kept clear .. 
A design in which the moving sediment would not enter the critical region 
and which would have satisfactory scavenging properties was considered 
most satisfactory� 

Rotation of original hood. With the failure of the original 
hood design to operate satisfactorily, it became necessary to obtain 
indications of what type of hood might work without the construction 
of numerous shapeso This was accomplished by studying the original 
hood rotated to various positions with respect to the canal water 
flow., A scour test was ma.de with the valve opening 45° right of the 
direction of flow· (Figure 5A). There was no improvement over that 
of the o0 position; in fact, the sand deposition�-as worse for the 
same period of t:ime and velocity. A peak of sand 2-5/8 inches high 
was deposited 2 inches downstream of' the hood., The remainder of the 
hood bom1dary was cleared of sand except at the extreme upstream end., 
This hood position was not acceptable and gave little indication of 
what shape should be used. 

Positions of 00°, 90° , and 100° right of the direction of 
water flow were used in contj_nuing these testso The only one of these 
showing any merit was the 90° position (Figure 5B). Generally the 
sand was scoured completely from regions where the water passed along 
the boundary of the hood or was accelerated along a curvee This 
condition is shown in Figure 5B except for the region at the down
stream corner of the hoode Unexpected scour occurred :unm.ediately 
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downstream of the hood, apparently caused by the turbulent water 
pas s ing over the curved port ion.  From ob serving the flow of water 
around the hood in this po s it ion and its act ion upon the s and ., it 
wa s  concl�ded that a hood mount ing the fle.p va lve opening at 90° 

with respect to the flow d irect ion might keep the valve operable. 

Or iginal hood alterat ions o While the use of a des ign 
with the flap mounted at 900 with the d irect io n of flow wa s  be ing 
cons ide red by designers in the Canal s Divis io n., t\vo alterat ions were 
made to the or iginal hooda To allow a flow of water to pa s s  into 
the area of s and concentrat io n, sl ots 2 inches high by 4 inches .vide 
at the s lo t  ex it were cut through the ba se of' i.:he hood ( Figure 6A) o 
The canal floor a rea covered by sand downstream of the hood was 
reduced by the flow of water from the s lots but the depo s ited he ight 
of 2-3/8 inches of s and wa s  cons :i.dered object ionable., as .vell as  the 
po s s ib il ity o f  the s lots being c los ed by accumulating sand or 
aquat ic gro.vth .. 

The s econd alterat ion truncated the hood to a downstream 
height of 6 inches ( Figure 6D) e Th is ,va s done to a l low water flowing 
over t he hood to be d irected into the region immed iately dovmstree.m 
to prevent a depo s ition o f  sand o  Flow of this nature d id not occur 
becaus e  sand still accumulated to a depth of 1-3/8 inches, 1-1/2 
inches downs tream of the hood and over a larger area tha n before 
( F i gure 6B) . Apparently when the projected area of the hood was 
reduced by truncat ing the top ., the velocity through the test sect ion 
wa s dec rea sed ca.us ing les s scouro Th is wa s  not cons idered important 
for there ,va.s no ind icat ion that the truncated hood vrould remove 
sand from the face o f  the flap valve. 

Ell ipt ice. 1 Ilood 

Vlhen the or iginal hood had been po s it ioned 1-vith the flap 
valve open ing at 90° with re s pect to the d irect j_on of canal flow6 

the s and had been moved by the water to. clear the area :illlmed iatel�r in 
front and towards the upstream s ide of the open ing a s  shown on 
Figure 5B o �-ibere the water had pas s ed over and around the curved 
port io n  of the hood 6 the sand had been moved downs tream avmy from 
the hood boundarya Obs ervat ion of this act ion led to the conch: s ion 
that a hood incorporat ing these two feature s might c lear itself to 
the extent of having the va lve free at al l t ime s o 
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A hood bel ieved to have these two charecter istica wa s  
made• ( Figure 3B) . .An ell ipse was used to define the longitud inal 
centerline sect ion of the hood while a constant rad ius of 5-1/2 
inches was ma inta ined on the hood ends in the plan sect ion. The 
flap valve was pos it ioned to open at 90° with respect to the flow. 
A full-s ize hood was operated for l hour at a water veloc ity of l 
foot per second with a result ing scour pattern shown in Figure 7A. 
The hood caused a .  scouring of the sand in the . regions expected but 
mt to the des ired degree. The downstream corner of the valve flap 
remained covered with ·an apprec iable amount of sand. At a 1 foot 
per second water veloc ity. the sand could not be moved .trom the face 
containing the valve. Veloc ities in the stagnation area on the 
downstream end of the hood were too low to support a continuous 
movement of the sand. The depos it was 1-7/8 :inches high at a point 
8 imhe s  downstream of the valve centerl ine• which was cons idered 
to be too large for dependable operation. Other objections raised 
were the valve might be damaged by impact of submerged debris . and 
weeds might entangle the hood and hold the valve flap �lo sed.. 

Ell ipt ical hood alterat ions e A suggestion of altering the 
hood by recess ing the flap valve into the a ide (valve in the 90° 
pos it ion) also fa iled because the s and was carried d irectly into 
the downstream end of the opening and piled aga inst the flap. 

The s econd alteration made to the ell iptical hood placed 
the flap va lve to open into the scoured area at the downstream end. 
This was done by removing 2-3/4 inches . from the end of the hood 

iacorresponding to the intersect ion of the valve casting and the 
ell ipse ( Figure 7B) . Arter operating for 1 hour with 1-foot-per
second water veloc ity8 it was found that the flat· vert ical downstream 
surface .  repres ent ing the valve £lap. bad not changed the scour 
pattern but that sand was carried back into the region formerly 
occupied by the downstream portion of the hood and p iled against the 
face of the flap. 

The use of deflectors was again tried for moving sam from 
the -valve face in both the 00 am 900 po s it ions •  but water veloc i'.ties 
were not high enough to impart a cont inuous movemem; to the saDd from 
the proper area s . It was concluded that the ell ipt ical hood would 
not provide a sat isfactory solution to the problem. 

C ircular Hood with Deflector 

Observations dur :ing the preced ing tests indicated that an 
unsymmetr ical hood• with respect to the direction of' water f'lQW• 
pos ses sed be.tter scour ing abil ity than a symmetr ical hood. The or iginal 
hood with the valve opening at 900 with respect to the now d irection 
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produced a scour pattern that ,vould be acceptable if the sand was 
remo ved completely across the valve face. A hood similar to the 
original in the 90° positio11 wns constructed in the form of a 
quarter of a sph�re of radius 9-1/8 inches (F igure 3D) . The 
exposed flat face parallel to the flow allowed water to pass 
directly across the face of the flap valve. A deflector with an 
open slot at the bottom was added to the face containing the valve. 
to protect the val ve from moving debris. The slot at the botto;m 
of deflector pro vided a water jet into the area where the greatest 
sand deposit was expected. 

As in pre vious tests, th is hood was operated for 1 hour 
at a water velocity of 1.0 foot per second vrith a resulting scour 
shown in lt"'igure BA. The · sand was completely removed from around 
the base of the hood with the exception of the right downstream 
corner. In trying to remove the sand fror.1 this corner, a slot 
2 inches high with a 5-1/8-inch entrance and 6-inch exit was cut 
through the corner. The corner of the hood .-ras reinforced by the 
addition of a 7/8-inch-diameter rod to pre vent the canal cleaning 
chain from damaging the hood. At the same time,  a 3-inch fillet was 
added to the bnse of the hood to aid the passing of b iological 
growth. 

After a test like that on the unslotted hood, it was found 
that the scour along the face conta ining the val ve had mo ved down
stream approximately 6 inches beyond the previous scour (Figure 8B) . 
The sand mo ved through the slot and was deposited along the entire length 
of the 6- inch exit, but without completely filling the 2- inch height. 
It had been thought that the sand moving through the slot might be 
rern.oved by the water causing the ma in scour downstream of the hood. 
In place  of this action, . the sand mo ved downstream and to the left , 
being deposited in a ridge approximately 2 inches high, as shovm in 
Figure 8B. The general appearance of the scour pattern for this hood 
was good, but two objections to the hood were apparent: ( 1) the 
slot beneath the deflector may become plugged , which would reduce 
the extent of the scour across the valve face; and (2) its shape 
(with the deflector) would be conducive to the accUI:1ulation of 
biolo gical r;rovrth. 

Further tests were made on a l =�- model at a water velocity 
of 0.97 foot per second instead of' the 0.77 foot per second used in 
the 1 :4 model test of the original hood in order to obtain better 
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similarity of scour pattems of the full scale and mcdel hoods . 
Again _a unifonn sand depth of 3/16 inch was used. As shown in 
Figure 9A, the model · scour across the face containing the valve was 
not as complete as that in Figu.re 8B, but in general the similarity 
was good. With good similarity .established, the slot beneath the 
deflector of the 1 : 4 model was closed ( objection 1 above) and the 
scour pattern obtained (Figure 9B) . There was a small deposit of sand 
directly in front of the valve.  With the exception of this deposit , 
the scour pattern was practically the same as in Figure 9A. 

When biological growth (objection 2 above) was simulated 
by water-soaked cotton fibers, t�ey tended to pass under the open 
slot beneath the deflector and to remain there with the end directly 
across the valve position. Without knowledge of the amount of sand 
and growth to be expected in the Wellton-Mohawk Canal, it was 
desirable to extend these studies to find a hood producing a more 
dnpendable action. 

Enclosing Hood 

A two-section protective hood was proposed. The upstream 
section was formed around the flap valve and· the downstream section 
butted against the other to provide water passage from the valve 
(Figure 3C) .  The profile section of this hood was made in the form 
of an ogee curve in the belief that a scour of the region innnediately 
downstream might be obtained. 

A scour test for 1 hour at 1.0,-toot per second water 
velocity, Figure lOA, proved this - hood design to be wrong. Sand 
had been p�aced in the water passage from the valve to a depth of 
3/4 of an inch before the test was started. The sand depth had 
increased to 7/8 of an inch at the completion of the test.  This not 
being conclusive a second test was made where no sand was placed in 
the passage, and an area the width of the hood, extending downstream 
1-1/2 inches, was left free of sand. After a scour test, a deposit of 
sand 1/2 inch in depth was found -in the water passage, and the 
previous� free area was completely covered. 

This hood design was not considered further in view of the 
possibility of sand being deposited in the water passage from the 
· valve, thus hindering the flap valve operation. 
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It was proposed that the valve be protected by reinforcing 
bars placed in the concrete canal lining instead of protecting the 
flap valve with unreinf'orced concrete. A full-sized valve was placed 
in the test flume, and a 1-hour scour test was :made. The resulting 
scour is shovm in Figure lOB . The results of this test indicated the 
proposal to be unsatisfactory. �Tith the added possibil ity of the 
re inforcing bars becoming entangled by canal grovrth, this proposal 
was abandoned., 

Previously mentioned under the section, Or iginal Design , 
vras a. s eries . of tests concer::iing the use of deflectors or vanes to 
direct the flow of water across the downstream .face of the hood ., 
Hone of the deflectors projected above the top of the hood, the 
thought being that biological grovrth flowing with the water could 
easily beoome entangled upon the deflector . With the fa ilure o:£' 
f inding a hood des ign that would be self scavenging with respect 
to both sand and growth, additional tests were made using deflectors 
project ing above the original hood ., A change in the method of testing 
the hoods ,vas made to better represent the prototype movement of sand 
in the canal. This was accomplished by us inr, a sand ( average size 
0.2 of' a mill imeter) in the 2-foot-,..i'ide test flume whereby continuous 
movement of the sa.,.-id was obtained.  This movement was prevalent 
thro.ughout the test flume ns ,vell as adj acent to the hood boundary., 
In this way, it was determjned ,vhether the hood could maintain a 
continuous scouring act ione 

In the use of a downstream deflector which projected above 
the hood :, a compromise between a complete s o.nd scour and the entangle
ment of some growth on the deflector was accepted . A drawing of the 
two-piece hood _ is shcnm in Figure . 3E. This design was obta ined by 
trial in that metal plates were used in forming the deflector J or 
downstream piece of the two-piece hood. The height of the projection 
of the deflector above the or iginal hood ,vas based upon the completeness 
and ra:9 id ity with which the area betw·een the deflector and hood was 
scoured., Trial tests on l :h model hoods were made with deflectors 
proj ecting from O to 4 inches prototype . above the or iginal hood., and 
having both curved and stra ight profiles .  A 12-inch-w-:i.de deflector., 

stra ight in profile., project ing 3 inches above the or iginal hood., and 
with its upstream surface at angle of 69° with respect to the canal 
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floor produced the best scour ing actiona The distance between the 
intersection of the base  of the hood and the intersection of the 
deflector with the canal t'loor was 10 inchese It was neces sary to 
add a concrete backing to the deflector for structural reasons alld 
to aid the passing of the canal cleaning chain. This concrete in 
itself, el min�tes the metal plate used in the initial tests on this 
design. To prevent the chain from dropping - into the space between ·the 
two hood pieces ,  three 3/4- inch bronze rods were bridged between them. 

Bas ed on the 1 :4 scale model test results. the addition of 
the concrete to the downstream deflector plate (Figure 3E) reduced 
the scouring rate in the area between the hood pieces . This was 
corrected by reducing the distance between base·s from 10 to 8 inches 
prototype which still permitted the flap to swing out to a horizontal 
pos jtion without comin g  in contact with the face of the deflector. 
A scour test of 1 hour on this model shov.red continuous scouring after 
the short time ( 3 to 5 minutes) required to remove sand purposely 
placed between the hood pieces o The scouring starts at the apex of 
the angle made by the canal floor and the face of the downstream 
deflector. A roller or water resulting from the deflected portion of 
the flow had sufficient velocity to keep the sand in suspension between 
the hood p iece s .  This sand. was gradually ej ected from this area by the 
efflux of water from both sides; thence it was moved dovm.stream by 
the water pass :ing  the s ide of the hood. The scouring action proceeded 
rapidly over appro::dmately 7 inches of the distance bet\veen bases and 
was retarded slightly over the rema :ining inch, presumably due to the 
influence of the flap valve. All of the flume floor surface be-bween 
the hood pieces in the 1 :4 model was completely scoured in 3 to 5 
minutes with an average water veloo ity of 0.9 foot per second and 
none of the moving sed ment re--entered the space between the hood and 
deflector . These  results indicated a solution to the problem. 

A sketch of the two-piece hood vm.s given to the Canals Division 
for the ir consideration in planning the final design (Figure 2) . 

T!.vo-p iece hood--Final des ign. The final _ design, prepared by 
the Canals  Division to include structural features; included a chamfer 
to the upstream deflector face , two 3/4-inch bronze rods in place of 
three . and a 30° s lope to the downstream face of the deflector to 
facilitate passing of a drag chain. A 1 :4 scale model of the final 
design was constructed (Figures llA and B) . 

In testing the l :4 model, a uniform depth of 1 inch of sand 
(avera ge size 0.2 of a millimeter) vras placed in the 2-foot test flume. 
'.i'he model ma intained continuous scour at a minimum water velocity of 
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approx:i.ma.tely O o 6  foot per second . The time required to move the 
sand out from between the hood pieces was depende�t upon the depth 
or the sand, and detennining this time-sand depth relationship did 
not appear warranted . The model was operated for 1 hour at a 
velocity of approximately 0 . 9  foot per second, wh ich was hip,her than 
that required u, cause sand movement, but was used to a ccelerate the 
scour test . · In contrast to previous t ests,  sand waves were formed 
throughout the test flume (Figure 11) ,  denoti ng a continuous sand 
movement to and from the hood . The scour pattern for the final hood 
design is  shown in Figu res llA and B .  The 1 inch depth of sand , which 
had been placed between the hood pieces before the test , was completely 
removed within 5 minutes after the start of  the test and no sand was 
carried back into this space during testing., ·The chamfer that had been 
added to the deflector upstream face did not notic eably change the 
scouring pattern. To furthe r che ck the scouring action, larger size 
sand (max:i.num size approximately 1/8 inch) was placed between the 
hood pie ces, and this sand . was also rapidly forc ed out and downstream. 

This design was also studied for its ability to pass biological 
growth by using cotton streamers, natural wate rweeds, and algae . This 
ma.terial was dropped onto t he water surface 8 to 10 feet upstream of 
the hood. The weed, having a specific gravity l es s  than that of the 
water, did not sink sufficientljr to entangle the . hood at t he water 
submergence used; , however, entanglement should occur at water surfaces 
near the hood top. The majority of the cotton streamers were deflected 
by turbulence surrounding the hood, but a few became caught under the 
bronze rods near the deflect.9r (Figut-e 13A) . A short le ngth of the 
streamer ( approximately 1/8 or less of the total length) entered the 
spac e between the hood pieces and was forced out and around the bronze 
rods where the streamer remained caught . The longer se ction of the 
streamer was carried downstream in a position where it can be engaged 
and removed by a chain drag. Algae were caught on the hood in exactly 
the same manner as the streamers, but the algae did not support a 
length as long as the c otton streamers .  The filaments of the algae had 
a tendency _ to slip one upon the oth er until only very short lengths were 
retained around the bronze rods .  None were caught by t he top of the 
deflector bet�reen the rods . When cotton streamers were deliberately 
placed in the space between tre hood pieces, they were rolled about 
until finally ej ected out the sides ,  thus showing no tendency to become 
entangled on the valve . 

Comparison of original hood, circular hood, and t wo-piece hood . 
Models of the original hood , circular hood, and two-piece hood of a 1 
to 4 scale were placed in the flume . All three were operated under the 



same conditions of time (l  hour) water velocity (0 .9 foot per 
second) , and sand depth (approxilllately 1 inch) . The test results 
are shown on Figures 11 and 12 . The deposit against the flap of 
the original hood was higher than in previous tests. Note that 
the scour pattern retains a similar ity to previous tests with the 
hood in this position. Dur ing the operation of the circular hood, 
the sand waves moved under· the deflector, along the face containing 
the valve, and the area in front of the valve never completely 
cleared as  in previous tests, although the pattern of scour was 
essentially the same. The sand in the area between the two pieces 
of the final hood· design was completely removed. 

With this final comparison of the scour ing ability of the 
three hoods, it was concluded that the tvro-piece hood (Figures 2 and 
13B) is the most satisfactory. 
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Figure 4 
Hyd . Report 270 

A. Scour pattern of original protective hood 
operated 1-hour at loO  foot per second 
water ve1ocity . 

B .  Scour pattern of 1: 4 sca1e original protective 
hood operated 1-hour at 0 . 77 foot per second 
water velocity. 

ORIGIN.AL HOOD AND 1: 4 SC.ALE IDD.EL 



A. Scour pattern of original protective hood 
operated l -hour at l .  0 foot per second water 
velocity with flap opening 45 degrees right 
of the water flow direction. · 

B .  Scour pattern of original protective hood 
operated l-hour at l.O  foot per second water 
velocity with flap opening 90 degrees right 
of the water flow direction. 

ORIGIN.AL �D AT  45 AND 90 D:OOREES 

Figure 5 
Hyd. Report 270 



A. ocour pattern of altered protective hood 
operated 1-hour at l.O  foot per second water 
velocity in design position. Slots in base 
2-inches high by 4-inches wide at exit . 

B .  Scour patte�n of altered protective hood 
operated 1-hour at 1 .0  foot per second water 
velocity. Slots open and the top truncated 
to a downstream height of 6 inches • 

.ALTERATIONS TO ORIGIN.AL HOOD 

Figure 6 
Hyd. Report 270 



A. Scour pattern of elliptical hood operated 
l-hour at l . O  foot per second water velocity 
with valve opening at side . 

B .  Scour pattern of elliptical hood operated 
l-hour at l. O foot per second water velocity 
with valve opening downstream. 

ELLIPI'ICAL HOOD 

Figure 7 
Hyd. Report 270 



Figure 8 
Hyd. Report 270 

A. Scour pattern of' circular hood with def'lector 
operated l-hour at l . O  f'oot per second water 
velocity. 

B o  Scour pattorn of' circular hood with def'lector 
operated l-hour at l . O  f'oot per second water 
velocity. Slot 2 ' inches high, 5-l/8-inch 
entrance (7  /8-inch re:inf'orcing bar ) ,  and 6-
inch exit . 

CJRCUL.AR HOOD 



A. Scour pattern of 1 :4  scale c1rcul.ar hood with 
deflector operated 1-hour at 0 . 97 foot per 
second water velocity. 

B .  Scour p�ttern of' l : 4  scale circular hood with 
deflector operated l-hour at 0 . 97 foot per 
second water velocity. Slot closed beneath 
deflector . 

l: 4 MODEL OF CIB.CULAR HOOD 

Figure 9 
Hyd. Report 270 
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Figure lO 
Hyd. Report 270 

A. Scour pattern of' enclosing hood operated 
l-hour at l. O foot per second water velocity. 

B .  Scour pattern of exposed full size flap valve 
operated 1-hour at l.O  foot per second water 
velocity. 

ENCI.OSlNG HOOD AND UNPROTECTED FLAP V�VE 



Figure ll 
Hyd. Report 270 

A. Scour pattern of -l: 4 scale two-piece hood 
operated with continuous sand movement for 
1-hour at 0 . 97 foot per second water velocity-- .  
looking upstream. 

B.  Scour pattern of l :4  scale two-piece hood 
operated with continuous sand movement for 
l-hour at 0 . 97 foot per second water velocity-� 
looking downstream. 

i: 4 IDDEL OF TWO-PIECE HOOD 



Figure 12 
Hyd. Report 270 

A. Scour pattern of l :4  scale origin.al hood operated 
with continuous sand movement for l-hour at 0 . 97 
foot per second water velocity • .  

B .  Scour pattern of l :4  scale . circular hood operated 
with continuous sand movement for l-hour at 0 .97 
foot per second water velocity. 

ORIGINAL AND CIRCULAR HOOD--l: 4 MJDEL 



Figure 13 
Hyd. Report 270 

A. Two-piece hood in operation with cotton streamers 
on downstream section. 

B .  Profile photograph of two-piece hood--1: 4 scal.e model. 

OPERATION AND PROFJLE PHOTOGRAPH OF 1: 4 IDDEL OF TWO-PIECE HOOD 




